Prime Minister meets CEO of Dorna Sport

Registration in private schools, KGs to begin on March 1
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More than 100,000 people receive COVID-19 vaccine

Doha Design District to be a game changer in GCC

FM meets Lebanon Prime Minister-designate

Deliveries of new projects in The Pearl-Qatar to begin by year-end: UDC CEO
The Cabinet also reviewed the draft decision of the Minister of Municipality and Environment amending some provisions of Resolution No. (37) of 2010 regarding the preservation of turtles and sea-birds from extinction and took the appropriate decision in this regard.

The Cabinet also approved a draft of a memorandum of understanding on cooperation in the field of combating narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and their precursors in the field of civil aviation between the government of any other country.

In his speech, His Excellency underlined the need to ensure public confidence in combating corruption and to increase the probability of the perpetrators being convicted, in order to encourage them to cooperate with the authorities in the fight against corruption.

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) yesterday announced the registration of 453 new confirmed COVID-19 cases. Among them 19 were travellers returning from abroad.

Also 128 people have recovered from the virus, bringing the total number of recovered cases in Qatar to 18,791. All new cases have been isolated and are receiving necessary healthcare according to their health status.

The total number of positive COVID-19 cases recorded in Qatar is 18,919 and there are 9,369 active cases under treatment.

While the first phase of COVID-19 vaccinations has started in Qatar and in the coming months it will be available for the public for free, the Ministry has stressed it is important for everyone to play their role in controlling the virus by following preventive measures including adhering to physical distancing, avoiding close contact with others, crowded places and confined closed spaces where other people congregate, wearing a face mask and washing hands regularly.

Shura Council Speaker participates in joint UN-IPU session

QNA — Doha

The Shura Council Speaker and Chairman of the Global Organization of Parliamentarians Against Corruption, HE Ahmed bin Abdullah bin Zaid Al Mahmoud, attending the UN IPU joint session gave the chance to be held by the United Nations General Assembly next June to discuss anti-corruption measures.

Speaker of the Shura Council and Chairman of the Global Organization of Parliamentarians Against Corruption, HE Ahmed bin Abdullah bin Zaid Al Mahmoud, attending the UN IPU joint session, emphasized its opportunity to present their opinions and proposals to combat corruption and shed light on their essential role in this field by enacting laws that prevent corruption and punish its perpetrators, as well as through parliamentary oversight of the actions of government ministers and their senior officials.

He reviewed the organization’s activities at the regional and international levels since he took office in December 2019, in this phase and its strategy during the years 2021 and 2022, pointing out that it is at the forefront of its measures in strengthening cooperation with the UN, the Inter-Parliamentary Union, and regional and international organizations in order to combat corruption and spare societies its dangerous effects on development, stability and the future generations.

The annual joint session between the UN and the Inter-Parliamentary Union discusses, over two days, several issues related to combating corruption, foremost among them is the impact of the 2020 UN Convention against Corruption. How to make its implementation more effective, and ensure that emergency, including pandemics, do not impact anti-corruption efforts.

It also discusses a proposal to establish an international anti-corruption court or another mechanism to prosecute the corrupt who may flee from justice in their countries.

The hearing will be attended by the President of the 75th session of the United Nations General Assembly H E Volkan Bozkir, President of the Inter-Parliamentary Union H E Duarte Pacheco, Chair of the Transparency International’s Board of Trustees, Donella Ferra, Rubio, and Executive Director of the United Nations Office to Combat Terrorism, Drug and Crime, Ghada Farid Wall, in addition to government parliamentarians and political, diplomatic and human rights figures from various countries and a number of Their Excelencies members of the Shura Council — H E Khalid bin Abdullah Al Rumain, H E Abdul Latif bin Mohammad Al Saad and H E Iteman bin Mohammad Al Mansouri.
Labour Inspection Department of the Ministry of Administrative Development, Labour and Social Affairs has taken action against 47 companies for violating the COVID-19 precautionary measures.

The action was taken following inspections, in the last few days, at work sites and factories, with the aim of ensuring that companies adhere to the decisions issued by the Ministry related to the precautionary measures that must be applied by companies to limit the spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19).

The Ministry officials found 47 violations in companies working in the field of construction in Luxor and the Industrial Area. These companies failed to comply with the decision to reduce the number of workers who are transported by buses to halve the capacity and follow necessary precautionary measures like leaving safe distances between workers while boarding or getting off the buses and for not wearing masks.

All the companies were referred to the competent authorities to take necessary action in this regard. The Ministry stressed that all companies must adhere to the procedures in force in the country in order to avoid legal actions and called on companies and workers to adhere to the necessary precautionary measures to ensure the safety of all.

The Ministry also noted that it is not permissible to register companies and businesses that have a QID (Residency Permit) from the Ministry of Interior of the State of Qatar. It is not permissible to register any student who entered the country with a visit visa. Schools should not register over the capacity.

The school has no right to keep students on the waiting list for more than a week from the date of applying.

The school should not guide parents to the Ministry to seek registration over the capacity.

The district will also house a design center that will showcase tapestries, furniture, and other items for the benefit of householders and GCC industry students. The center seeks to work with experts and other talented people to help raise their profile to grow in their business.

The district has more initiatives that will be showcased in Qatar and the region are expected in this year. One is generating the Mariam district, said "Our target is for Generation M to be the center of inspires, it is to create a place that is friendly where they can establish a business." he said.

Doha Design District to be a game changer in GCC

The Architectural Design District will host a showcase of Qatar's designers, students and businesses.
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The Architectural Design District will host a showcase of Qatar's designers, students and businesses.

The district has more initiatives that will be showcased in Qatar and the region are expected in this year. One is generating the Mariam district, said "Our target is for Generation M to be the center of inspires, it is to create a place that is friendly where they can establish a business." he said.

More than 100,000 given vaccine

The Health Ministry has completed its vaccination program for those who are 70 years and older in Qatar.

Minister of Health and Education, Dr. Mohammad bin Abdulwahab Al Hamad, met yesterday with Ambassador of Kyrgyzstan, H E Chyngyz Eshimbekov.

During the meeting, they discussed issues of bilateral cooperation in the field of education, and ways to support and enhance them, in addition to discussing issues of common interest.
Qatar Airways is proud to sponsor the HH the Amir Sword Festival title.

"Enough time was given to real estate developers to implement pre-emptive and precautionary measures to have a positive impact. Awareness among the population will have an impact on the touristic destinations with many cities to be served with a strong schedule of daily flights to more than 800 weekly flights to over 120 destinations across the globe. By the end of March 2021, Qatar Airways plans to rebuild its network to over 120 destinations with many cities to be served with a strong schedule of daily or more frequencies.

The Dubai-based airline has been using 9 FIFA approved stadiums and hosting matches from March 1 until the final on April 1.

Among them, 406 people were referred to the Public Prosecution for failing to install the Ehteraz app on their mobile phones, while 3 others did not comply with the quarantine and 4 people were also referred to the Public Prosecution for failing to install the Ehteraz app on their mobile phones.

Significant increase in sales of local vegetables last year

Qatar Airways is Official Airline Partner of Amir Sword Festival

447 booked for violating COVID-19 measures

Metro adds new link service route

Qatar attends IFAD Board of Governors meet

The State of Qatar is participating in the 44th session of the Board of Governors of the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) with HH Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, the State of Qatar's delegate, in attendance. HH Tamim is exploring ways of strengthening cooperation and coordination with IFAD and the implementation of projects and programs that are of very great importance to the State of Qatar and people of the State of Qatar.

Metro has added a new link service route, which has been added to the Doha Metro network. The new line represents the second line to be added to the network, following the completion of the Doha Metro's Al-Rayyan Station, which forms part of the Qatar Rail project. The new line will connect the Al-Rayyan Station to the Sheikh Faisal Bin Qassim Station, which is located at the entrance of Al-Rayyan district.

Traffic Safety Ambassadors Program winners announced

Traffic Safety Ambassadors Program winners held an coordination with the Ministry of Interior (MOI) and the National Committee for Traffic Safety recently. The initiative, which QATCQ supports aims to raise awareness among school students and young people for first time in Qatar in a safe and enjoyable way.

Ambassadors were awarded for their role in enhancing the community awareness campaign in Qatar and General Directorate of Traffic and Representative of the event was QTTSC Director Dr. Mohammed Yousef Al Qaradage.

Delivery of The Pearl-Qatar projects from year-end

Program winners announced

The three-day event will wind up on February 24 and is expected to attract a large number of visitors, including families, sportsmen, and women.

QTTSC events targeting community, students and the community of traffic safety awareness program to raise awareness among school students and the community.

Traffic is encouraging the secondary schools to find solutions to traffic culture within the community, and awareness among school children and young people for first time in Qatar in a safe and enjoyable way.

Transportation and Traffic Safety Ambassadors Program winners held an coordination with the Ministry of Interior (MOI) and the National Committee for Traffic Safety recently. The initiative, which QATCQ supports aims to raise awareness among school students and young people. First place went to Qatar Science and Technology High School for Boys, and second place went to Al Mirqab High School for Boys. In the girls category, Dukhan School for Girls took first place while Al Bahr Arab High School got the second award.

Ambassadors were awarded for their role in enhancing the community awareness campaign in Qatar and General Directorate of Traffic and Representative of the event was QTTSC Director Dr. Mohammed Yousef Al Qaradage.

Director of Media and Traffic, Qatar Executive, H E Akbar Al Baker, said: ‘Qatar Airways is proud to sponsor the HH the Amir Sword Festival, a significant event among the first-class participants will be battling for the coveted HH the Amir Sword title. While competing for the coveted HH the Amir Sword title, both pure Arabians, thoroughbreds.

The Qatar Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe is one of the most important events in the world of horse racing. The Qatar Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe is one of the most important events in the world of horse racing.

The Premium Qatari Vegetable programme was launched in January 2017 with the participation of more than 800 varieties of vegetables. The programme aims to promote local marketing operations and help the farmer market their production, as they agree to cooperate and coordinate with Ministry of Commerce and Industry to improve the cooperation and coordination of labour in the two countries.

The success of the programme, it was launched in other consumer malls in December 2018, is expected to attract a large number of visitors, including families, sportsmen, and women.

QTTSC events targeting community, students and the community of traffic safety awareness program to raise awareness among school students and the community.

Traffic is encouraging the secondary schools to find solutions to traffic culture within the community, and awareness among school children and young people for first time in Qatar in a safe and enjoyable way.

Ambassadors were awarded for their role in enhancing the community awareness campaign in Qatar and General Directorate of Traffic and Representative of the event was QTTSC Director Dr. Mohammed Yousef Al Qaradage.

Director of Media and Traffic, Qatar Executive, H E Akbar Al Baker, said: ‘Qatar Airways is proud to sponsor the HH the Amir Sword Festival, a significant event among the first-class participants will be battling for the coveted HH the Amir Sword title. While competing for the coveted HH the Amir Sword title, both pure Arabians, thoroughbreds.

The Qatar Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe is one of the most important events in the world of horse racing. The Qatar Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe is one of the most important events in the world of horse racing.

The Premium Qatari Vegetable programme was launched in January 2017 with the participation of more than 800 varieties of vegetables. The programme aims to promote local marketing operations and help the farmer market their production, as they agree to cooperate and coordinate with Ministry of Commerce and Industry to improve the cooperation and coordination of labour in the two countries.
In an attempt to boost its new program grid with a range of world-class radio promotions and a live performance at its headquarters. QBS radio will be broadcasting “The Kim Wilde 80s Show.” The show launches on February 20, at 3 p.m. until Thursday. Saad Al Nuaimi, CEO of the station, said, “For as long as I can remember, I have loved music — singing, playing, listening. I’ve always loved radio too. I am thrilled to be presenting this show to the audience.”

“I am looking forward to working with the great Kim Wilde on this show to be on air, but also to visit Qatar as soon as possible. It’s a great opportunity to join in with the station’s concerts and events,” he added. The one-hour show is a great way for the audience to relive a soundtrack of their lives and bring back happy memories. Wilde has enjoyed 19 Top 40 UK hits, achieved an American number one, toured Europe, and presented top-rated TV shows. The Kim Wilde 80s Show is a joint production between Radio Express and award-winning British syndication company Blue Revolution. Paul Hollins, Radio Express CEO, said QBS. “Kim has a proven track record in radio, and we are delighted to be able to bring her passion to QBS. The Kim Wilde 80s Show will underline our commitment to bringing world-famous radio to audiences across Qatar and the world.”

Sad bin Nahar Al Nuaimi, Chairman of the General Authority for Minors Affairs, said in cooperation with the Ministry of Municipality and Environment: “The Committee has implemented the “Plant Million Trees” campaign that the Committee’s efforts are important in preserving the environment. The campaign is necessary from the environmental, health and societal aspects, and to underwrite the importance of afforestation from the environmental point of view.”

Safati Management has thanked everyone for their cooperation and support.

The Kim Wilde 80s Show to air on QBS Radio

The Tenders and Auctions Committee of Mawani Qatar hereby announces the above mentioned tender with the following terms and conditions:

1. Tender documents can be obtained via E-mail from the Tenders and Auctions Department Tel.No. 92936945, after depositing the non-refundable amount mentioned above @ AQEC (H/Q - Doha), Doha (Qatar) on or before 22nd February 2021. The last date and time for submitting the tender document will be 22nd February 2021 at 6.00 P.M. The Tender document will be available at Mawani Qatar head office, Al-Shahaniya, Doha, Qatar. The Tenders and Auctions Committee announced that it has no plans to submit a copy of the Tenders and Auction Committee of Mawani Qatar
department, as the whole, or for any tender. Those interested in submitting a tender are requested to visit the website and follow the tender document.

2. The Tender document is to be submitted to the Tenders and Auctions Department of Mawani Qatar, along with the tender security mentioned above. The tender document will be opened on 05THURSDAY 05THURSDAY

3. The Tender document is to be submitted to the Tenders and Auctions Department of Mawani Qatar, along with the tender security mentioned above. The tender document will be opened on 05THURSDAY 05THURSDAY

4. The tender document is to be submitted to the Tenders and Auctions Department of Mawani Qatar, along with the tender security mentioned above. The tender document will be opened on 05THURSDAY 05THURSDAY

Representatives from QF and Roche during the announcement of partnership
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PHCC: Over 25,000 fans tested during FIFA Club World Cup competitions

The Spa at Mandarin Oriental, Doha gets top recognition
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Al Jazeera Digital launches Arabic business offerings

Reyada will combine

Al Jazeera’s original coverage with a selection of independent reporting

and in-depth news analysis from


The New York Times is an
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source that’s known for its

in-depth, impactful journalism.

The New York Times is available in

16 languages, including

Arabic.
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Heavy snowfall, gales as winter storm hits Mideast

AP — BEIRUT
Snow blanketed parts of Syria, Lebanon and Jordan yesterday as the region braced for a winter weather front. Lebanon, under lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic, decided to postpone mid-term exams scheduled yesterday and today, which were expected to cover areas of altitude as low as 400 meters in Lebanon this year. Snow is expected to cover areas of altitude as low as 400 meters high in the northeastern and southeastern parts of Lebanon where extensive snowfall has occurred. The Israeli Meteorological Service warned travelers heavy thunderstorms and cold temperatures this week with snowfall at high altitude along the Syrian border. The snowfall has also cancelled tourism activities, including in Jerusalem. Israel occupied Golan Heights near the border with Syria. In Jordan, the COVID-19 virus outbreak continued due to severe weather and a number of schools and universities also still on full classes. The official forecast of the operating room of the Ramat Rahel Medical Center said snow had reached 20cm in the mountains of Lebanon, where snowfall has been non-stop since Tuesday night. Heavy snow is expected to last until tomorrow. Wind exceeded 80km per hour, due to strong winds.

In Libya, snow blanketed parts of the desert, including as snow continued throughout the week, when snowfall in some areas in the northwestern part of Libya. It is said that the families of a number of former Israeli prisoners were taken prisoners in Israel, including the remains of two Israeli prisoners, were taken prisoners in Israel, including the remains of two Israeli prisoners, which was known for recurrent snow in Libya. Nearly a 10,000 tourists were stranded due to heavy snowfall, according to the local authorities. Residents of the Jabal Al Akhdar area in the far southeastern part of Libya that took their children's toys for fun, were making snowmen and starting snowball fights.

In Iran, it was reported that Khanemi demanded the US to return to the nuclear deal and said: "Iran is not against negotiations, but our national pride must be respected. Our national pride must be respected. The United States must return to the nuclear deal." The US sent a delegation to Iran, which is known for recurrent snow in Libya. Nearly a 10,000 tourists were stranded due to heavy snowfall, according to the local authorities. Residents of the Jabal Al Akhdar area in the far southeastern part of Libya that took their children's toys for fun, were making snowmen and starting snowball fights.
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In Lebanon, under lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic, decided to postpone mid-term exams scheduled yesterday and today, which were expected to cover areas of altitude as low as 400 meters in Lebanon this year. Snow is expected to cover areas of altitude as low as 400 meters high in the northeastern and southeastern parts of Lebanon where extensive snowfall has occurred. The Israeli Meteorological Service warned travelers heavy thunderstorms and cold temperatures this week with snowfall at high altitude along the Syrian border. The snowfall has also cancelled tourism activities, including in Jerusalem. Israel occupied Golan Heights near the border with Syria. In Jordan, the COVID-19 virus outbreak continued due to severe weather and a number of schools and universities also still on full classes. The official forecast of the operating room of the Ramat Rahel Medical Center said snow had reached 20cm in the mountains of Lebanon, where snowfall has been non-stop since Tuesday night. Heavy snow is expected to last until tomorrow. Wind exceeded 80km per hour, due to strong winds.

Iran's Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei during a virtual speech, in Tehran yesterday.

Khamenei demands 'action, not words' from Biden to revive 2015 N-D deal

Iran has accelerated its breaching of the deal's restrictions that will not end until 2025 under the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) and, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) January 20, 2021. The inspections are required under the JCPOA as the "Additional Protocol." European parties to the deal, which have called on Biden not to halt the inspections under the JCPOA, have the concern from approximately start working on the issue with the US, after the meeting, the formal US foreign minister said.
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EDITORIAL

Safe sporting events
QATAR has had a number of mega sports events in a secure environment amid the ongoing pandemic. The latest of these big-talent tournaments, FIFA Club World Cup, concluded last weekend. Small-scale events have brought health safety measures out in place by the health and sport authorities, like the Qatar Emir Cup 2020, AFC Champions League 2021 finals, as well as the FIFA Club World Cup 2022, which is scheduled to take place next year, are all properly geared to be affected by the pandemic.

Apart from preventive measures, the authorities tested tens of thousands of fans, staff and players upon entry to the stadiums. During the tournament, all the stadiums, alone, can transfer 15,000 people around the clock. Qatar’s success in controlling the pandemic and the absence of any big or persistent outbreaks applied to the FIFA Club World Cup was one of the main reasons for FIFA’s great decision to host the biggest future sporting events such as the FIFA World Cup alone, the Primary Health Care Corporation, in collaboration with the Ministry of Public Health and the Hamad Medical Corporation, screened around 25,000 spectators every day for COVID-19.

Comprehensive medical services were provided to the participants and fans by the Qatari authorities at their accommodations, training venues, and stadiums, in addition to field hospitals and ambulance services right around the clock. Qatar’s success in controlling the pandemic and the absence of any big or persistent outbreaks applied to the FIFA Club World Cup was one of the main reasons for FIFA’s great decision to host the biggest future sporting events such as the FIFA World Cup.

The medical bubble system was also successfully applied to the joint commission of the Kubra Interna-
tional Arabian Horse Festival and others sport and non-
sport events that received the approval of the Ministry of Public Health in light of the pandemic.

The State of Qatar is one of the first countries in the world to implement the medical bubble system according to the experiences of the UAE, which includes large numbers of teams and athletes during a number of sporting events.

The medical bubble system includes all participants of a tournament, including athletes and teams, coaches, medical staff, security personnel, organizers and service workers, whether in stadiums or hotels. Everyone involved in the tournament is screened for the infection and then enters the bubble. During these events, medical workers are responsible for approaching mild cases of a precaution. The spectators who undergo COVID-19 tests can enter a蘑菇 within three days of their nega-
tive tests. After that, they would need a new test.

An additional advantage is the Rudd’s statement that the Kubra International Arabian Horse Festival and other events have been successfully carried out with the support of the authorities, which includes thousands of participants and thousands of spectators.

The health safety measures applied to these events are still in place, which means that Qatar is one of the first countries in the world to implement the medical bubble system according to the experiences of the UAE, which includes large numbers of teams and athletes during a number of sporting events.
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The first batch of 80,000 doses of the Johnson & Johnson vaccine arrived late on Tuesday after the country decided to switch from AstraZeneca. A small study had suggested that AstraZeneca was not as effective as hoped against the South African virus variant.

The country faces growing violence from bandits, shot dead one student and a prefect. According to an official, teacher Mohammed Idris said 10 people had been freed from the kidnappers in Kagara but abduction in Kagara but the incident comes two months after gunmen abducted more than 40 people including schoolchildren as part of its campaign this month.

In response to the attack, bigger investor Gabon's Baski Bambang Bellouts said his allies would not pay to switch from the AstraZeneca vaccine to the Johnson & Johnson vaccine has been shown in clinical trials to be effective in offering protection from the variant in South Africa.

In the meantime, some have turned to purchases or donations from China. Despite a relatively late start compared to Western producers, China is now providing vaccines to its African allies, including South Africa last month, as part of its Sinopharm. The office of the Commissioner for Information of the state, Mohammed'd said 30 people were killed on the road to the oil pipeline.

Several highly organised armed groups exist, often hooded activists for money. In response to the attack, bigger investor Gabon's Baski Bambang Bellouts said his allies would not pay to switch from the AstraZeneca vaccine to the Johnson & Johnson vaccine has been shown in clinical trials to be effective in offering protection from the variant in South Africa.
India: Police detain students release of activist

India police yesterday detained around 60 activists from student organizations who were trying to march to the Parliament building in New Delhi, demanding the release of a 22-year-old protester who was trying to march to the Parliament building in New Delhi to demand the release of a 22-year-old student protesters.

In Yangon, protesters have been holding daily demonstrations since late January against the military coup. At least 10 people have been killed and more than 500 others injured in clashes with security forces.

Demonstrators protesting against the military coup, in Yangon yesterday.
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Germany warns against swift withdrawal from Afghanistan

The Southeast Asian nation is losing $8.3bn as vaccine developers, saying placing orders with multiple vaccine developers in order to avoid dependence on any one supplier.

AstraZeneca Pcl. While the vaccines are produced by a local drugmaker it is not yet clear how quickly it will be able to assist in the national inoculation program and Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-Ocha’s security situation and a rising threat to both international

Four policemen killed in fresh attacks

Poland's peacekeeping mission in Afghanistan has not yet been fully equipped. One officer training academy and three outposts were still being reviewed.
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UK backs UKs studying exposure volunteers to coronavirus

Britain has backed the UK's vaccination programme, with volunteers getting fast-track payments of around £122 per day for the duration of their participation. This initiative is part of a broader scheme involving follow-up monitoring for a year.

Prime Minister Mario Draghi called on Italians yesterday to pull together to help rebuild the country following the coronavirus pandemic, and promised that the new government would introduce sweeping reforms to tackle the country's economic challenges.

However, there are concerns over whether the vaccine scheme is hitting its targets. According to the government's data, only 20% of the population is covered with two doses of the vaccine.

Prime Minister Draghi vowed to sweep away a damaging EU law that is proving an obstacle to new EU-States EU borders and airports.

The new premier is among those who want the EU to lift restrictions on European citizens who travel to the UK. The UK has imposed a quarantine on arrivals from the EU and other countries, including Italy, for 10 days.

The new government also plans to introduce new laws to tackle tax evasion and money laundering.

In Spain, 14 protests against raper’s jailing

A person participated in a protest yesterday in support of Catalan rap singer Pablo Hasél, after he was given a jail sentence on charges of glorifying terrorism and insulting royalty in his songs, in Barcelona.

Vaccination scheme in Germany accelerating, but virus variants raise stakes

Germany is set to up its vaccination program, with authorities even declining with caution measures in the largest of the country's more infectious variants of the coronavirus.

The government declared that the contract does not meet the government's essential security needs.

A 24-hour standoff between police and a local company resulted in the death of a 30-year-old man.

Lithuania govt blocks Chinese scanning device

Lithuania's government has blocked the registration of devices made by Chinese company Nuctech from supplying baggage scanners to airports in the country, citing national security concerns.

The US has 250,000 people exposed to the virus, according to figures from the US Department of Health and Human Services.

A 24-hour standoff between police and a local company resulted in the death of a 30-year-old man.
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Spain: 14 arrested protests in rapper’s jailing

Police in Spain said 14 people were arrested in a protest against the jailing of rapper Pablo Hasél, who has been imprisoned for his support for the pro-independence movement.

Italy’s new Prime Minister Mario Draghi (centre, top) flanked by other ministers, addressing the Senate in Rome yesterday.

Italy: Draghi vows sweeping reforms, urges national unity

If he succeeds in his mission, Draghi will not only reshuffle Italy after the worst of the COVID-19 pandemic, but will also help to bring the country back to a healthier and more sustainable state.

The new premier is one of the most prominent figures in Italian politics, and is seen as a key figure in rebuilding Italy's economy and society.

The government has promised to introduce a number of reforms, including a new tax code, a boost to public spending, and a strategy to reduce Italy's debt burden.

The new premier is expected to hold a meeting with the leaders of Italy's political parties to discuss the future of the government.

Vaccination scheme in Germany accelerating, but virus variants raise stakes

Germany is set to up its vaccination program, with authorities even declining with caution measures in the largest of the country's more infectious variants of the coronavirus.

The government declared that the contract does not meet the government's essential security needs.

A 24-hour standoff between police and a local company resulted in the death of a 30-year-old man.

Lithuania's government has blocked the registration of devices made by Chinese company Nuctech from supplying baggage scanners to airports in the country, citing national security concerns.

The US has 250,000 people exposed to the virus, according to figures from the US Department of Health and Human Services.
The European Union announced yesterday an expansion to a further 300 million does of Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccine, and was injecting almost a quarter of a billion euros into efforts to counter the threat of variant mutations that are spreading around the continent.

The news came after President Vladimir Putin said Russia was spending 160 billion roubles on its Covid-19 vaccination campaign and expected to have inoculated 70% of the population by the end of the year.

Rutte is aiming to get the new measures — which would keep the curfew in place and prepare for more unity in this parliament short of a parliamentary election — running for almost 15 years.

Belarus: Lukashenko opposes faces in 2021 elections

Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko in an interview that sparked mass protests against the veteran leader’s rule.

"There are no Russian officials under pressure from Moscow right now," Russia’s foreign ministry told the media yesterday.

"The parliamentary term is about to arrive due to variants of the coronavirus."

The project, which partly owned by Chinese Shenghe Resources, is licensed to Australian Greenland Minerals, which has dropped almost 65% in recent weeks as the government announces that the mine has dropped.

According to a January survey, opposition party built on the conflict that erupted in the country’s 2018 presidential election.

The Kremlin has suggested that some people appeared less willing to take the Moderna vaccine than those made by Pfizer and BioNTech.

Netherlands races for Plan B to uphold nighttime curfew

Two, stays in place regardless of the government's current justification for the curfew, the first in history.

The country is being used by Western intelligence for political purposes, according to local broadcaster RTL.

The measure sparked immediate criticism from opposition parties as well as business leaders.

The measures sparked a fresh backlash from opposition parties, who had already voiced opposition to the curfew.

The measure has been described as a "medieval repressions".

The government has officially stated that the curfew is in place to prevent a third wave of infections.

The measure was supported by a 54% majority in parliament.

The shares of the index have spiked up to 15% in the minutes after the announcement was made.

EU hails deals to get more vaccine shots

"If people are offered it, don't reject it, then you are offering it to the next person," he said.

"Russia needs to safeguard polls from foreign meddling: Putin"

"We have to assume that the variant has increased in its likelihood to spread," he said.

The share of infections with the new strain has doubled each week, Health Minister Jenny Hesselvik said.

Switzerland plans cautious easing of lockdown from March

The government's proposals have yet to be officially announced, to give more space in public life to those who want to keep a nighttime curfew in place, opponents say.

The Dutch government has proposed a nighttime curfew in the Netherlands.

While most Greenlanders support the government’s plans, and pose a contention point for years, the Kvanefjeld mine has been a battlefield for years.

The government’s proposals have yet to be officially announced, to give more space in public life to those who want to keep a nighttime curfew in place, opponents say.

The government’s proposal was met with a mixed reaction from the opposition parties.

The proposals are now under consideration by the government commission.
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Winter weather that has over- whelmed power grids unpre- pared for such demand has left millions without electricity in recent days in Texas and Mississippi, and a state of emergency in the nation’s midwestern region. At least 20 people have died, some of whom had been trying to warm inside homes, the Houston Chronicle reported. At least one person in Texas was carbon monoxide from car exhaust in their garage; another perished after being boiled in a hot tub.

Blame the polar vortex, a weather system that wreaks havoc across the nation in winter and leaves Texas and some other parts of the state under a siege of winter weather:

- More than 100 million live in areas covered yesterday by some type of winter weather warning, watch, or advisory, the National Weather Service said.
- Yet another winter storm hits the nation, the third of the country after the storms the week before, and the winter storms come.
- Snow and subzero temperatures are expected from the Plains to the Northeast.
- Tennessee and Mississippi have a weather pattern that usually brings a threat of snow to that part of the nation.
- The United States has charged North Korea for being behind a hacking spree.
- The Justice Department said it alleged they participated in the creation of the malware responsible for the 2017 WannaCry and Petya attacks.
- The Justice Department unsealed court documents in a federal case that involved three North Koreans.
- The United Nations has also separately charged three North Koreans.
- The US charges three North Koreans in $1.3bn hacking spree.
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US charges three North Koreans in $1.3bn hacking spree

The United States has charged three North Korean computer programmers with hacking during the WannaCry and Petya outbreaks, which caused widespread damage to corporate and government networks around the world.

The four defendants, who were in their late 20s and early 30s, are accused of being members of an organization that focuses on cyberespionage and computer crime.

The federal charges were announced in December 2020 in a federal complaint unsealed in a New York federal court.

The charges are part of a growing trend of cybersecurity attacks by nation-states, which are often attributed to people with ties to governments.

The cyberattacks targeted companies around the world, including the Royal Dutch Shell, the French oil company Total, and the Japanese firm Panasonic.

The indictment charges that the hackers targeted a range of industries, including medicine, finance, and military.

The hackers allegedly gained access to systems and stole data such as email addresses, passwords, and credit card information.

The United States alleged that the hackers were responsible for the WannaCry and Petya attacks.

The WannaCry attack hit more than 300,000 computers in 150 countries, paralyzing hospital systems and disrupting electronic health records.

The Petya attack targeted banks, oil companies, and other businesses, causing widespread economic disruption.

The hackers were able to spread from their infection point by exploiting vulnerabilities in unpatched software.

The United States alleged that the hackers used a technique known as "ransomware," which is a type of malware that encrypts data and demands a ransom payment to decrypt it.

The hackers were also accused of using "malware" to cause widespread damage.
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Biden takes centre stage with ambitious agenda

President Joe Biden expressed optimism on Tuesday that most US hospitals will have enough virus testing capacity by the spring and vowed to continue across-the-board promotion of the coronavirus COVID-19 vaccination program, as he sought to defuse a growing drama of Donald Trump's second impeachment trial.

In a wide-ranging televised town hall that touched on the pandemic, US relations and race and policing, Biden also vowed to build federal public support for his $1.9 trillion COVID-19 relief bill, which is awaiting congressional action.

"Now's the time to be," he said. "We've got 1.9 billion shots in breakfast, as he fielded questions from the landmark Pabst Theater in Milwaukee. Wisconsin "to make the machine, we'll create 7 million jobs this year."

With the US Senate having acquitted Trump in his second impeachment trial on Saturday, "Now's the time to go big," he added. "Is it going to be a difficult time? Yes, but the American people are behind us."

Biden said during a CNN prime-time broadcast, as he fielded questions from across the country. "If we pass this bill alone, I will make sure all the news is the White House is eager to press ahead with Biden on issues ranging from criminal justice reform to change and racial inequality.

Nevertheless, Nasa engineer at the University of California, Berkeley, said that variants that would have in-person classes five days a week in a row. "Now's the time to go big," he added.

The US last week reported a 23% drop in new cases of COVID-19 compared with the previous week in a number of people who were hospitalised. COVID-19 hospitalisations in the US are declining, but the figures for declining for a fifth week in a row.

The progress against the virus, however, is threatened by new variants of the virus, which is still spreading, and is a concern for the US, where the country is related to a more COVID-19 vaccination program, and booster shots will be available to all Americans by the end of March," she told CBS's "Sunday Morning".

"We have projections that it will be," she said. "We've got 1.9 billion shots in breakfast, as he fielded questions from across the country. "If we pass this bill alone, I will make sure all the news is the White House is eager to press ahead with Biden on issues ranging from criminal justice reform to change and racial inequality.
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The US last week reported a 23% drop in new cases of CO...
A robust submersible glider is deployed to collect data as part of a research mission on the impact of the A-6a oil spill on the ecosystem in Antarctica, yesterday.

**REUTERS**

**LONDON**

British new wave singer Gary Numan revealed the release of his 15th album, say he has ‘cried like a baby’ when it brought success he had tasted nearly four decades earlier.

The release of his song ‘Songs From a Broken World’ today is a comeback for the 62-year-old is revisiting from the 1980s. He told Reuters in an interview that he’s brought him success he last tasted 30 years ago. That album, “Savage: The B-Sides”, is a dream come true for Oleksandr, who according to his wish, asking for help to make it come true. Oleksandr lives with his mother and sister in Kiev, a dream come true for terminally-ill boy, 10, as he joins police training.

A developmental pediatrician, Psychia- trists, psychologists can diagnose ADHD.

Do ADHD symptoms get better or change? It just means the condition of ADHD is different, and the child receives the support as IEP plans. The earlier the child receives the support of learning or support like special education.

A year after ‘Parasite’, South Korean movie ‘Minari’ is talk of Hollywood

A year after South Korean satire movie ‘Minari’ was picked up by Netflix to create waves during awards season for the two films could not be more different.

A still from the Korean-language movie Minari.

The gliders will also observe for the first time ever in the ocean’s depths, gathering evidence to determine whether a massive Antarctic iceberg might have broken off. The iceberg's decomposition, “almost like it breaks off. We are almost nannying the berg's decomposition.” Ted Scambos, a senior research scientist at the University of Colorado.

Some dolphin migration was delayed by climate, study Shows

Plant-dwelling species probably arrive in the Northern Hemisphere before four million years ago. This delay likely caused by climate change, a new study found.

A new way of calculating the dates of dolphin fossils found in Greenland shows that the earliest rodents, called aroctomorphs, were about 205 million years old. This suggests that some of the earliest mammals may have migrated to the globe. The new study suggests that some of the earliest mammals may have migrated to the globe. The new study suggests that some of the earliest mammals may have migrated to the globe. The new study suggests that some of the earliest mammals may have migrated to the globe. The new study suggests that some of the earliest mammals may have migrated to the globe. The new study suggests that some of the earliest mammals may have migrated to the globe. The new study suggests that some of the earliest mammals may have migrated to the globe.